Abstract-In this paper, a new contour-coding technique for object-oriented video coding is proposed. In our approach, the two-stage motion compensation technique is considered, in order to cope with the rather complex motion of the object. While the object-based motion compensation is performed in the first stage, the second-stage motion compensation is carried out to search the best match of the contours, which are not motion compensated in the first stage. Also, by introducing the notion of the error band, the current contours can be properly fitted to the motioncompensated contours using the interframe relationship of the contours. In addition, an efficient technique for encoding the contours, simplified by the majority filter, is also proposed. From the simulation result, it is shown that the proposed technique provides better performance than the content-based arithmetic encoding, especially when lossy encoding is allowed. Moreover, by varying the width N of the error band, it is shown that the bit amount for the shape information can be adjusted according to the channel condition.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE interest in very low bit-rate video coding has increased considerably with the creation of new services and applications requiring this class of bit rates in their function. With this trend, object-oriented video coding was first proposed by Musmann et al. in 1989 [1] , and has been intensively investigated since. The basic notion behind the object-oriented coding technique is to reconstruct a model image identical to the real image. The model image consists of several objects. Each object is specified by three sets of parameters, namely, motion, shape, and color information of the objects. Among those three pieces of information, one of the most crucial parts is the shape information. So, many efforts have been made to efficiently encode the shape information, which include the chain coding [2] , several curve approximation techniques [3] , as well as the content-based arithmetic encoding (CAE) employed by the MPEG-4 Verification Model (VM) 7.0 [4] .
Among them, chain coding, proposed by Freeman [2] , has been widely used to encode the contours describing the shape since it can encode arbitrary geometric configurations in a simple and efficient manner. Further efforts have been made to improve the coding efficiency since. For example, Kaneko proposed a segment coding scheme, called the neighboring direction segment coding (NDSC) technique [5] . The NDSC technique is based on the property that a high spatial correlation exists among the contour points. The contours are first divided into segments, each of which consists of contour points having only two neighboring directions; then each segment is encoded into the segment length and the direction of each points by 1 bit/point. But the NDSC algorithm may not provide adequate performance when applied to the object-oriented video coding, because the contours in the video sequence exhibit a high correlation in both the spatial and temporal domains.
Recently, Gu [6] proposed the predictive contour-coding technique, exploiting the temporal correlation. In Gu's technique, after the motion compensation on each object, the small motion-failure (MF) regions are eliminated by mophorlogical filtering. Then, only the contours yielding relatively large MF regions are encoded for transmission, in which the lossless chain coding technique is employed for encoding the contours. However, the MF regions are distributed in a sparse and isolated manner, requiring large overhead in representing each isolated contour into chain codes. Moreover, temporal redundancy is not effectively exploited because the motion compensation is performed only on the large objects.
Thus, in this paper, we propose a new technique based on the segment-based chain-coding scheme, where the contours are effectively compressed by using motion compensation. The main contribution of this paper is threefold. First, we provide a two-stage motion compensation technque in order to cope with rather complex motion. Unlike Gu's technique, the motion compensation is performed on a segment basis, as well as on an object basis. Hence, a significant bit saving can be accomplished by removing most of the MF regions. Second, by defining the error band, we present a method for lossy encoding, by which the bits required for the contours can be adjusted according to the channel condition. Third, we propose a contour-coding technique considering the effects of the contour simplification, which has been recognized as being indispensable for very low bit-rate encoding [6] - [9] . In this paper, it is shown that the contours are represented by an 8-connected graph defined on the contour lattice. By observing that the graph is smooth enough, compared with the conventional 8-connected graph, it is referred to as the smoothly perfect 8-connected (SP8C) graph. Then, we present an efficient technique for encoding the SP8C graph by carefully considering its properties.
In Section II, the two-stage motion compensation, together with the notion of the error band, are described. Then, the contour simplification and its properties are addressed in Section III. Section IV presents a technique for encoding the SP8C graph. And Section V demonstrates the performance of the proposed technique. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. TWO-STAGE MOTION COMPENSATION
The conventional contour-coding techniques, including the NDSC by Kaneko [5] , are based on the notion that the contours exhibit a high spatial correlation between the neighboring contour points. If we employ those techniques for very low bit-rate interframe coding, such as object-oriented coding and segmentation-based coding, the performance would be degraded since an excessively large bit amount is consumed to encode the contours. In order to reduce the bit amount for the contours in the segmentation-based coding, Gu proposed the use of motion compensation. In Gu's technique [6] , each object is motion compensated, such that the objects in the current frame can be best matched with those in the previous frame. Then, those contour points that are not coincident with the previous frame are encoded by using the conventional contour-coding technique [10] .
More specifically, let us define the th object in the current frame as ; then the contours of are encoded for transmission. However, since the decoder has already known the contours of the object in the previous frame, the contours can be efficiently encoded by using motion compensation. Let us denote the motion-compensated object for , with respect to the previous frame, by . Then, as shown in Fig. 1 , the motion-compensated errors will occur on both sides of the object along the motion trajectory, due to the inaccuracy in the motion estimation or the deformation of the object. Let us also define the region with large motion compensation errors as the motion failure (MF) region; then the MF region is expressed by . Here, notice that the MF region is considered as the mismatched region between the current object and its motion compensated object, which should be transmitted to obtain a decoded image of faithful quality. Hence, among the contours surrounding the object in the current frame (denoted by thick lines in Fig. 1 ), only the contour points neighboring the MF region are required for transmission since the others can be estimated from the motion-compensated object. In Gu's technique, those contour points are encoded by the conventional chain-coding technique, and transmitted to the decoder, together with the motion vector for the object. However, although small MF regions are eliminated by the morphorlogical filtering in Gu's technique, the MF regions will be distributed in a sparse and isolated manner. Thus, Gu's technique is disadvantageous in that it requires large overhead since each isolated contour is separately encoded into chain codes with a long start code. Moreover, even small local motion behavior within the object may incur the MF regions, yielding the contours to be encoded, because the motion compensation is performed on an object basis. Hence, Gu's technique cannot fully exploit the interframe correlation of contours.
In order to improve the performance further, in this paper, we propose a segment-based contour-coding technique using motion information. In the proposed technique, the contours in the current frame are divided into several segments by two-stage motion compensation. Fig. 2 describes the proposed segment division scheme. In the first stage, similar to Gu's technique, the motion compensation is performed on an object basis. Based on the mean absolute difference (MAD) measure, we search the global motion vector (GMV), i.e., the motion vector for the object, among the neighborhoods of the object since the GMV can also be used for the texture coding of the object. Then, by a proper contour extraction technique, the globally motion-compensated contours and the current contours are extracted from the globally motion-compensated image and the current image, respectively. Comparing both contours, the current contours are divided into the global motion-compensated (GMC) and the global motion-failure (GMF) segments, where the GMC segment is defined as the segment of the contours which coincides with the globally motion-compensated contours. The others are classified into the GMF segments. In Fig. 2 , the GMF segment is enclosed by a thick circle.
For the GMF segments, the second stage of the motion compensation follows. In the second stage, by local search around the current position of the GMF segment among the globally motion-compensated contours, we attempt to find the contour points locally coincident with the contour points belonging to the GMF segment. In local search, the simple Hamming distance is used for a distortion measure because the contours are represented by only two levels. Then the local motion vector (LMV) is searched by examining all of the locations in the search area. Accordingly, the GMF segments are further divided into the local motion-compensated (LMC) segments and the local motion-failure (LMF) segments. The LMC segment is defined as a set of consecutive contour points in the GMF segment, such that those points are coincident with the previous contours compensated by the LMV. The other contour points in the GMF segment, which will not be matched with the globally motion-compensated contours moving at any location in the search area, are classified into the LMF segments. In the right-bottom image of Fig. 2 , in which the enlarged GMF segment is illustrated, we show that the GMF segment is divided into the LMF and LMC segments. Here, notice that, by the second-stage motion compensation, we can reduce those motion-failure segments incurred by small local motion behaviors.
While the GMC and LMC segments can be reconstructed by the decoder using the GMV and LMV, respectively, the LMF segments should be encoded by a proper intraframe contourcoding technique. Hence, we can minimize the bit amount for the contours by reducing the LMF segments because a large amount of bits should be allocated for encoding the LMF segments.
In order to reduce the bit amount for the contours, noisereduction and contour-simplification techniques have been adopted for the pre-and postprocessings of the contour-coding techniques [6] . However, those techniques are disadvantageous in that they cannot take into account the interframe relationship of the contour image. In order to effectively consider the interframe relationship, in our approach, we introduce the notion of the error band as follows.
The error band of width is defined as the union of the neighborhoods of the individual contour points, given by (1) where is the set of the contour points in the segment, and the neighborhood of the th contour point is described by (2) where is the Euclidean distance. Fig. 3 shows an example of the error band of width . Given the segment from the start point to the end point, shown in Fig. 3 , we consider the segment as coincident with the motion-compensated contours if they are within the error band of width for the segment. Consequently, we can exploit the interframe correlation of the contours effectively. Moreover, by varying the width of the error band, we can adjust the bit amount for the shape information.
However, it should be noted that each GMC or LMC segment may not be linked to the next segment when we attempt to encode the contours using a nonzero error band since lossy encoding of those segments is allowed. In order to resolve this problem, we put a restriction on the starting and end points of those segments. In other words, each GMC and LMC segment starts with a point on the current contours, and travels within the error band, then ends with a point on the current contours. As a result, the decoder can reconstruct the connected contours simply by decoding the consecutive segments.
III. CONTOUR SIMPLIFICATION
The method described in the previous section can encode the contours effectively, especially when lossy encoding is allowed [11] . However, it is also observed that the contours obtained from segmentation may contain many unnecessarily rugged curves due to noise or an excessively detailed object. In this case, the subjective quality would be significantly degraded, while more bits are required for encoding those contours. Thus, the contour simplification techniques have been proposed [6] - [8] .
In this section, we employ the majority filter [7] for a contour simplification since we can obtain the simplified contours in a simple and effective manner. Then, the contours are represented by an 8-connected graph defined on the contour lattice [3] , [7] . By noting that the graph obtained here is smooth enough, compared with the conventional 8-connected graph, we will refer to it as the SP8C graph in the rest of the paper. Subsequently, we will describe a method to represent the contours by the SP8C graph in detail, then compare the coding gain of the SP8C graph over the conventional contour representation methods.
A. Contour Extraction
In our approach, first, in order to simplify the contours by removing the rugged component of the object boudaries, we employ the majority filter proposed by Gu [7] . Let us define as a structuring element surrounding a spatial point . Fig. 4 shows examples of the structuring elements of size 1. Assume that there exist different labels in the area framed by , and that the number of pixels having the label in is . Then, by the majority operator , the label at spatial location is mapped onto otherwise
Based on the majority operator in (3), the majority filter is given as in which the majority operator is applied recursively until convergence is achieved. In this paper, we employ the square structuring element of size 1 shown in Fig. 4(b) for the majority operator. As a result, we can smooth out the object boundaries by removing one-pixel-wide spark areas. One can find the detailed characteristics of the majority filter in [7] .
Next, the label image, obtained from applying the majority filter, is then converted to the contour image defined on the contour lattice. The contour image is a binary image in which the object boundaries are marked by one. The contour image can be defined on the image lattice or the contour lattice. While the image lattice indicates the label points, the contour lattice allows the contour points to lie in between the label points. Hence, the contour lattice provides a unique correspondence between the label image and the contour image [3] . Fig. 5 illustrates the conversion from the label image in (a) to the contour image on the contour lattice in (b). As shown in Fig. 5(b) , in the conventional contour representation method, the contour lattice is categorized into the edge lattice and the vertex lattice. Then, the contours are represented by marking the edge contour points between the label points having different label values. In this case, the contours are represented by 4-connected graph, which is then encoded by chain-coding techniques [3] , [7] .
On the other hand, in this paper, by treating both the edge lattice and vertex lattice in the same way, the contour lattice is reconfigured as shown in Fig. 5(c) . Note that we can represent the contours by an 8-connected graph defined on the proposed contour lattice shown in Fig. 5(c) . Notice that the graph obtained here is smooth enough, which is the reason why we refer to it as the SP8C graph. In fact, in representing the contours extracted from the label image of size , the contour lattice in Fig. 5(c) requires points, which is about twice as large as the points required by the contour lattice in Fig. 5(b) and the image lattice. But, it is worth noting that the contours shown in Fig. 5(c) provide several properties to encode the contours in an efficient manner. In the next subsection, we will describe those aspects in details.
B. Coding Gain of the SP8C Graph
Here, we will describe the main notion behind encoding the contours represented by the SP8C graph, and compare the coding gains of the SP8C graph and the conventional 4-connected graph [7] in terms of the entropy. Notice that the SP8C graph requires more contour points than the 4-connected graph in representing the contours. Hence, for a fair comparison, the entropies for both methods are measured in terms of the bits per edge contour point since both techniques require the same number of edge contour points in representing the contours.
In chain coding, the graph representing the contours is considered as a sequence of the unit vectors, called links, which are defined as the directional line connecting neighboring contour points. Then, the directions of the consecutive links are encoded. Hence, we can measure the bits required for the chain coding by investigating possible directions of the links. First, for the contours represented by the 4-connected graph [7] after majority filtering, the directions of the links are restricted to three possibilities: straight ahead, turn-left, turn-right, requiring only 3 bits/edge contour points. Moreover, when the directions of the successive links are altered, as is often the case when the contours actually move in the diagonal directions, the next direction is restricted to the previously occurring two directions. Hence, the bits per edge contour point for the 4-connected graph is given by for diagonal directions otherwise
For the sake of simplicity, in this paper, it is assumed that the probability of the links in diagonal directions is equal to that of the links in the other directions. Then, the bits for the 4-connected graph in (5) are given by , which is close to given in [9] . On the other hand, for the contours represented by the SP8C graph, the following two properties can be observed. First, by majority filtering on the label image, 90 direction changes cannot occur as we move along the contours. Note that, in the conventional method [5] , the contours in 8-connectivity can move in five directions for diagonal movements, and in three directions for other movements as shown in Fig. 6 . However, in our approach, by removing the 90 direction changes for diagonal movements, all of the contour movements are restricted to only three directions.
Second, since the neighboring two links in the SP8C graph yield the same directions except for one case, we can allocate one chain code per two links. This is true because the proposed contour lattice is obtained by treating both the edge lattice and vertex lattice in the same manner. When the contours move in the horizontal or vertical directions, the edge contour point, together with its proceeding vertex contour point, is used for describing the boundary between two label points. Hence, their corresponding links take the same directions. For the contours in diagonal directions, the above notion cannot hold since the contours are represented by only the edge contour points. In order to examine the behavior of the links in diagonal directions, let us classify the diagonal links into two cases as shown in Fig. 7 . Since the SP8C graph can move in only three directions, we can easily observe that all of the diagonal links fall into one of the two cases shown in Fig. 7 , depending on the directions of the links before and after the diagonal links. In Fig. 7 , we illustrate the two cases of the 4-connected and SP8C graphs, and the links from point to point are considered as the diagonal links.
In case both the directions before and after the diagonal links are the same as shown in Fig. 7(a) , there is an even number of links in the same diagonal direction. By denoting the number of links by , those links can be encoded into codes since the neighboring two links yield the same direction. Note that the contours are described only by the contour lattice points. If the number of diagonal links is odd, then the next movement is restricted to the direction opposite to the one before diagonal movements since the neighboring points in the same direction are the label points. Hence, there exists always an even number of diagonal links in this case.
For the other case shown in Fig. 7(b) , an odd number of links is in the same diagonal direction. In this case, we can encode the links by codes; then links are decoded using codes, and the remaining three links can be decoded using the last code, where one additional diagonal link is inserted before two links decoded by the last code. Hence, we can see that the links in the diagonal directions, as well as the other directions, are encoded by about one code per two links.
The two cases for the diagonal links can be identified by introducing a one-bit flag, which is followed by the codes for the diagonal links. In addition, due to the flag, the directions for the diagonal links can be reduced to two possibilities: the current diagonal direction and the direction indicated by the flag. Hence, if we ignore the bits required for the flag, 1 the bits per edge contour point for encoding the SP8C graph can be given by for diagonal directions otherwise (6) since for large . Comparing (5) with (6), we can see that the SP8C graph requires fewer bits in encoding the contours than the 4-connected graph, especially in encoding the diagonal links. Hence, a large amount of bits can be saved by representing the contours by the proposed SP8C graph.
IV. CODING TECHNIQUE
In this section, based on the NDSC by Kaneko [5] , which is one of the most efficient contour-coding techniques, we describe the technique for encoding the SP8C graph.
Given the contours represented by the SP8C graph, in our approach, the contours are first divided into three different segments, i.e., the GMC, LMC, and LMF segments as described in Section II. Then, each segment is encoded sequentially along the direction of the contours. However, the methods for encoding each segment differs in the types of the segments. Both the GMC and LMC segments are encoded into the motion compensation (MC) segment codes. The MC segment code consists of the LMV and the length of the segment. However, notice that the GMC segment can be encoded into the MC segment codes where the LMV is equal to the zero vector. On the other hand, by modifying the NDSC technique [5] , for encoding the SP8C graph, the LMF segments are encoded into the MF segment codes.
The bit-stream syntax for the proposed contour-coding technique is illustrated in Fig. 8 . As shown in Fig. 8 , starting with the header code including the GMV and the start-point code, each segment is encoded into the MC or MF segment codes, according to the segment type. Lastly, the termination code is appended to indicate the end of the codes. In order to identify the types of the segments, each segment code begins with the MC flag, which is determined by the type of the previous segment, and is described by the segment transition diagram as shown in Fig. 9 . In Fig. 9 , the values on each branch denote the MC flags for the next segments. For example, the MC flag for the first segment becomes "00" if the segment is encoded into the MC segment code, or becomes "01" if encoded into the MF segment code. Now, we will describe each segment code more in detail.
A. Header Code
The encoded bit stream for the contours starts with the header code. The header code consists of the GMV and the start-point code. The GMV denotes the motion vector used for the first-stage motion compensation. Using the GMV, the motion-compensated contours are obtained with respect to the contours in the previous frame. Due to the first-stage motion compensation, the start point in the current frame may not coincide with that of the motion-compensated contours. Thus, it is necessary to transmit the start point code to identify the start point in the current frame.
For an image in the QCIF format (176 144), the start point can be encoded by 16 bits. However, since the motioncompensated contours are very similar to the current contours, the start point of the current contours can be encoded by the relative position from that of the motion-compensated [5] contours. We employ both methods in encoding the start point, and add a 1-bit position flag in order to indicate which method is used. If the relative position is within , we set the position flag to 1 and encode the start point by 6 bits. Otherwise, the position flag is set to zero, and the start point is encoded into its position by 16 bits.
B. MC Segment Code
Since the only difference between the GMC and LMC segments is whether the LMV is zero or not, we encode both segments into the MC segment codes. Using the error band, the segment is considered as either the GMF or LMF segment if its error band includes the motion-compensated contours. The MC segment code starts with the proper MC flag, followed by the LMV and the length of the segments, which are variablelength coded. Here, it should be noted that, if we attempt to encode short segments into the MC segment code, then more bits would be required compared to the MF segment code. Thus, in our approach, among the GMC and LMC segments, those segments whose lengths are greater than the prespecified threshold are only encoded into the MC segment codes.
Each component of the LMV is encoded by the variablelength codes whose lengths range from 1 to 5 bits. Note that the LMV for the GMC segment is encoded by 2 bits. For encoding the length of the MC segment, we employ the Huffman code set used by Kaneko [5] , which is shown in Table I . Since the length below the threshold does not occur, the MC segment of length is encoded into MCL , given by MCL Threshold
where represents the code of length in Table I .
C. MF Segment Code
The LMF segment is encoded into the MF segment code. We employ the NDSC technique for encoding the LMF segments. More specifically, the LMF segment is further divided into small segments such that the links in the same segment have only two neighboring directions. Then, the length of each segment is encoded with the variable-length codes shown in Table I , and the direction of each two links is encoded by 1 bit.
Each segment in the LMF segment begins with the MC flag shown in Fig. 9 , and the extended octant code, which restricts the direction of the links in the segment and indicates the direction of the first link of the segment. In our approach, the extended octant code, representing a pair of neighboring directions, is encoded as follows.
• If the previous segment is not the LMF segment, then the extended octant code for current LMF segment is encoded by 3 bits.
• If the previous segment is the LMF segment, the extended octant code for the current LMF segment is not transmitted. Since the direction of the link is restricted to only three possibilities, notice that the direction of the first link in the segment should be the direction which is not used in the previous segment. Hence, the extended octant code is not encoded in this case. Moreover, since only two directions remain in each segment, the flag, which identifies the cases of the diagonal links shown in Fig. 7 , is not required. Specifically, by inspecting whether or not the links before and after the diagonal links are in the same segment, we can easily find out to which case the current diagonal links belong.
D. Termination Code
If all of the remaining contours are classified into the GMC segment, or if there is no segment to be encoded, the termination codes are appended to indicate that the bit stream for the current contours is terminated. The termination code consists of only the MC flag, which is "1" when all of the contours are classified into the GMC segment, or "11" otherwise, as shown in Fig. 9 .
V. SIMULATIONS
In the simulation, the performance of the proposed technique is evaluated on the real moving image sequence, and compared with that of the CAE technique [5] , [6] . Since the CAE technique has been already employed by the MPEG-4 VM 7.0 [4] , one can easily compare the performance of the proposed technique with other techniques.
In the simulations, we use the MPEG-4 label images (or alpha planes) for three different QCIF (176 144) sequences, namely, Claire, Foreman, and Weather. Those alpha planes are transformed into the SP8C graph by representing the contours on the contour lattice shown in Fig. 5(c) after the majority filtering. Then, using two-stage motion compensation, the contours represented by the SP8C graph are encoded by the proposed technique. In our approach, the GMV is searched in the range of , where the GMV is represented by 10 bits. The LMV is searched in the range of and is encoded with the variable-length codes. Fig. 10 illustrates examples of the contours obtained by the proposed technique for the twentieth Foreman. As shown in Fig. 10 , the label image in (a) is converted into the SP8C graph shown in (b). It should be noted that, using the majority filter, the SP8C graph is obtained by removing the visually objectionable spark regions. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 10(c) and (d), in which the GMF and LMF regions are illustrated, only a few segments of the contours are required for transmission in our approach.
In order to examine the effect of the majority filter, we measure the ratio of the mismatched pixels related to the object size [4] , which is shown in Table II . In Table II , after majority filtering, those pixels whose label values are different from the original label values of any pixel in the neighborhood are considered as the mismatched pixels. It is noted that EB allows a one-pixel discrepancy since the neighourhood is defined on the contour lattice. As shown in Table II , the ratios are observed in the range from 0.000344 to 0.004374 for , indicating that the SP8C graph considered in this paper yields a good approximation. Moreover, it is also observed that the ratios become zero for nonzero . Hence, it is believed that the majority filter yields an insignificant effect if we allow lossy encoding.
In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed contour coding technique, in Table III , we provide the average bits per frame for encoding the contours at full-frame rate (no skip) and 1/3 full-frame rate. In comparison, the original contours are encoded by the CAE without the majority filtering, and the contours processed by the majority filter are encoded by the CAE and proposed technique, respectively. Note that the results shown in Table III are obtained for  .  From Table III , it is observed that the CAE technique provides similar performance, regardless of the majority filter. However, by employing the majority filter, the proposed technique yields about 7-37% reductions, in terms of bits per frame, compared with the CAE technique.
Next, we evaluate the performance of the proposed technique by varying the width of the error band from to . The purpose of this experiment is to examine the capability of the bit-rate control. Notice that the bit rate is significantly affected by the channel condition. Fig. 11 shows the bit profiles for the contours of the Claire, Foreman, and Weather sequences, respectively. But, it is noted that the contours in the first frame are encoded without motion compensation since previously encoded contours are not available. In Fig. 11 , as is expected, the bit amount for the proposed technique decreases as the width of the error band increases. For example, we can encode the contours for every third frame with the bit amounts as follows:
• Note that the lossy encoding method employed in this paper is different from that employed in the CAE. Hence, in order to make a fair comparison between the two techniques, we evaluate their performances in terms of -bit rates and -bit rates, where and are defined as the average number of mismatched pixels related to the object size and average of peak deviation, respectively. Notice that and are used for comparisons in the MPEG-4. Fig. 12 shows the performance on the three different sequences when the SP8C graph is encoded at a frame rate of 8.33 Hz by the CAE and proposed technqiues, respectively. It is noted that the majority filter is a class of the morphological filter which has been widely used for segmentation [6] , [12] . In this context, the performance is measured on the majority-filtered contours since the majority filtering can be included in the segmentation process to obtain smooth contours, while the shape of the object is faithfully described. As shown in Fig. 12 , the proposed technique provides better performance than the CAE. For example, the gain of the proposed technique is found to be about 50 and 30 bits over the CAE on the Claire and Foreman sequences, respectively, in terms of the -bit rates. Especially, when a small amount of bits is allocated for the contours, we can encode the contours more faithfully by the proposed technique than the CAE. Hence, it is concluded that the contours can be efficiently encoded by the proposed technique, especially when small distortion is allowed. However, it should be noted that the proposed technique is more complex than the CAE technique since it requires two-stage motion compensation. The computational burden of the proposed technique is attributed mainly to firststage motion compensation, which can be shared with texture coding. So, one can effectively employ the proposed technique for encoding the contours where global motion compensation is allowed for texture coding.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the segment-based contourcoding technique using motion information. In the proposed technique, after the majority filtering, the contours were represented by the SP8C graph. By considering the properties of the SP8C graph, it was shown that the SP8C graph could be efficiently encoded by the proposed segment-based chain-coding technique. In the proposed coding technique, by two-stage motion compensation, the contours were divided into the GMC, LMC, and the LMF segments. Each segment was encoded into the MC or MF segment codes, depending on the segment types. While the MF segment codes were represented by using the intraframe contour-coding technique, the MC segment codes include only their lengths and the LMV. So, by reducing the LMF segments, we could improve the coding efficiency significantly. In addition, by introducing the notion of the error band, the current contours could be properly fitted to the motion-compensated contours using the interframe relationship of the contours. In the simulations, the proposed technique showed better performance than the CAE technique employed in the MPEG-4 VM 7.0 in terms of the distorion and bit rates, while increasing the computational burden due to the two-stage motion compensation. In this paper, we considered only the contours that separate the foreground from the background. Also, a simple translational motion model is employed for the sake of simplicity. However, the proposed technique can be easily extended to cope with multiple objects, employing a more complex motion model, such as the affine model. Hence, it is believed that the proposed technique would be a good candidate for encoding the contours in object-oriented coding.
